Motivated by the Gaussian symplectic ensemble, Mehta and Wang evaluated the n × n determinant det((a + j − i)Γ(b + j + i)) in 2000. When a = 0, Ciucu and Krattenthaler computed the associated Pfaffian Pf((j − i)Γ(b + j + i)) with an application to the two dimensional dimer system in 2011. Recently we have generalized the latter Pfaffian formula with a q-analogue by replacing the Gamma function by the moment sequence of the little q-Jacobi polynomials. On the other hand, Nishizawa has found a q-analogue of the Mehta-Wang formula. Our purpose is to generalize both the Mehta-Wang and Nishizawa formulae by using the moment sequence of the little q-Jacobi polynomials. It turns out that the corresponding determinant can be evaluated explicitly in terms of the Askey-Wilson polynomials.
Introduction and the main results
Motivated by the Gaussian symplectic ensemble, Mehta and Wang [14] is known as the rising factorial. This D n satisfies the three term recurrence relation
which can be considered as the recurrence relation for a special case of the Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials (see [14, 15] ), and one may notice that the sequence {Γ(b + n)} n≥0 of the Gamma functions in the left-hand side can be considered as the moment sequence of the Laguerre polynomials (see, for example, [10, 11, 17] ). Nishizawa [15] obtains a q-analogue of (1.1), which will be stated below. Here we replace the Gamma functions by the moments of the little q-Jacobi polynomials and show that we obtain a special case of the Askey-Wilson polynomials as D n , which also generalize the two results in our previous papers [6, 7] . Before we describe our results we need more notation. Throughout this paper we use the standard notation for q-series (see [1, 4, 10, 11] ):
(1 − aq k ), (a; q) n = (a; q) ∞ (aq n ; q) ∞ for any integer n. Usually (a; q) n is called the q-shifted factorial, and we frequently use the compact notation:
(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r ; q) n = (a 1 ; q) n (a 2 ; q) n · · · (a r ; q) n .
The r+1 φ r basic hypergeometric series is defined by [k] q . By taking the limit q → 1, we obtain the hypergeometric function r+1 F r α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α r+1 β 1 , . . . , β r ; z = The Askey-Wilson polynomials p n (x) [4, 10, 11] satisfy the well-known recurrence relation 2xp n (x) = A n p n+1 (x) + B n p n (x) + C n p n−1 (x), n ≥ 0, (1.5) with p −1 (x) = 0, p 0 (x) = 1, where
(1 − abcdq 2n−1 ) (1 − abcdq 2n ) , C n = (1 − q n ) (1 − abq n−1 ) (1 − acq n−1 ) (1 − adq n−1 ) (1 − abcdq 2n−2 ) (1 − abcdq 2n−1 ) × 1 − bcq 1 − adq n−1 .
They have the basic hypergeometric expression p n (x; a, b, c, d; q) = (ab, ac, ad; q) n a n 4 φ 3 q −n , abcdq n−1 , ae ıθ , ae −ıθ ab, ac, ad ; q, q (1.6) with x = cos θ, where ı = √ −1. We also use the symbol χ(A) = 1 if A is true, 0 if A is false.
In [6] we have proven the Hankel determinant identity det (aq; q) i+j+r−2 (abq 2 ; q) i+j+r−2 1≤i,j≤n = a n(n−1) 2 q n(n−1)(2n−1) 6 + n(n−1)r 2 × n k=1 (q, bq; q) k−1 (aq; q) k+r−1 (abq 2 ; q) k+n+r−2 (1.7)
for a positive integer n. Here µ n = (aq; q) n (abq 2 ; q) n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . )
is the moments of the little q-Jacobi polynomials. In our previous paper [7] we have exploited the Pfaffian identity Pf (q i−1 − q j−1 ) (aq; q) i+j+r−2 (abq 2 ; q) i+j+r−2 1≤i,j≤2n
= a n(n−1) q n(n−1)(4n+1) 3 +n(n−1)r n−1 k=1 (bq; q) 2k n k=1 (q; q) 2k−1 (aq; q) 2k+r−1 (abq 2 ; q) 2(k+n)+r−3 (1.8)
for a positive integer n (see also [12, 13] ). In [15] Nishizawa has proven the q-analogue of the Mehta-Wang result: 9) where D n,q satisfies the recurrence relation
Comparing this recurrence relation with the recurrence equation
of the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials
with x = cos θ (see [10, 11] ), we may remark that D n,q can be considered as a special case of the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials because
By this observation, we can write D n,q explicitly as
One natural question we may ask is what can we obtain if we replace the q-Gamma function in the determinant of (1.9) by the moment of the little q-Jacobi polynomials. The aim of this paper is to answer this question, and we can express the determinant by the Askey-Wilson polynomials.
Theorem 1.1. Let a, b and c be parameters, and let n ≥ 1 and r be integers. Then we have ; q, q (1.15) If we put a = q α−1 , b = 0, c = q γ and r = 0 in (1.15), then the left-hand side equals
, and the right-hand side equals
because of the relation Q n (x; A, B; q) = p n (x; A, B, 0, 0; q) between the AlSalam-Chihara polynomials and the Askey-Wilson polynomials. Hence we obtain Nishizawa's formula (1.9) as a corollary.
In Section 3 we derive the following corollary from Theorem 1.1.
Let a, b and c be parameters, and let n ≥ 1 and r be integers.
(i) If the size n = 2m of the matrix is even, then we have
(1.19)
(ii) If the size n = 2m + 1 of the matrix is odd, then we have
(1.21) Remark 1.4. If we put c = 1 in (1.18) for the even case, then it is clear that the 4 φ 3 sum reduces to 1, so that the determinant becomes the product which equals the square of the Pfaffian (1.8) obtained in [7] . Meanwhile, it does not suffice to prove (1.8) since it is not so trivial to take the square root of the determinant and determine the sign (see [3, 7] ). If we put c = 1 in (1.20) for the odd case, then the factor (1 − c) reduces the right-hand side to 0.
If we put a = q α , b = q β and c = q γ and let q → 1 in Theorem 1.1, then we obtain the following corollary. Corollary 1.5. Let α, β and γ be parameters, and let n ≥ 1 and r be integers. Then we have
where
are the continuous Hahn polynomials (see [10, 11] ).
The Wilson polynomials W n (x; α, β, γ, δ) [10, 11] are defined by
(1.24) By the same specialization as above, we obtain the following corollary from Corollary 1.3. Corollary 1.6. Let α, β and γ be parameters, and let n ≥ 1 and r be integers.
This paper is composed as follows. In Section 2 we give a generalization of Theorem 1.1 which is a determinant formula for arbitrary rows (see Theorem 2.1). The most labors to prove our theorems exist in the proof of this formula. In Section 3 we prove the main theorems in this section from Theorem 2.1, which will be straightforward. In Section 4 we derive a quadratic relation among the Askey-Wilson polynomials as a corollary of Theorem 1.1.
Determinant formula for arbitrary rows
In our previous paper [6] , we prove the following formula in which the rows are arbitrary chosen. Let n be a positive integer, and k 1 , . . . , k n be arbitrary positive integers. Then we have
(q
This formula is a generalization of (1.7) and a special case is obtained in [8, Theorem 3] . In this section we give this type formula, i.e., Theorem 2.1, which is crucial to prove Theorem 1.1. First we fix some notation. If a and b are integers, we write Theorem 2.1. Let a, b and c be parameters. Let n be a positive integer, and k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ) be an n-tuple of positive integers. Then we have
Here the sum on the right-hand side runs over all pairs
. Hereafter, we also use the convention that
For example, if n = 3 and ν = 2, then the pairs (i, j) runs over
Hence we have
Let n be a positive integer, and let a, b, c and q be parameters. For
,j≤n denote the matrix whose (i, j) entry is given by
Then we have
Hence it is enough to evaluate det M n (k, a, b, c; q) to prove Theorem 2.1. The main task of this evaluation is to show the following recurrence equation:
where k ′ = {k 1 , . . . , k n−1 } denote the subset of the first (n − 1) indices of k = {k 1 , . . . , k n−1 , k n }. This identity enable us to prove Theorem 2.1 by induction. First we cite the q-binomial formula [4, 10, 11, 16] (see also [15, Lemma 2] ). Proposition 2.2. Let n be a nonnegative integer. Then we have
Our method to evaluate det M n (k, a, b, c; q) is completely different from Mehta-Wang's proof or Nishizawa's q-analogue. It seems very tough to generalize their proof to our case. So we establish the inductive identity (2.6) and appeal to the induction on the matrix size. For the purpose the following proposition plays an essential role in the matrix multiplication of M n (k, a, b, c; q) which we use in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Lemma 2.3. Let n be a positive integer. Let a, b, c and q be complex numbers, and x 1 ,. . ., x n be variables. Then we have
Proof. There are several methods to prove these identities. Here we present a simple proof by the complex analysis (see [5] ). Let F (z) be the meromorphic function of z defined by
Then z = x ν (ν = 1, . . . , n) is a pole, and its residue is
Similarly z = 0 is also a pole, and its residue is
.
Finally z = ∞ is also a pole of F (z), and Res
Since the sum of the residues of a meromorphic function on a compact Riemann surface must be zero, we obtain the desired identity (2.8). The other identities can be proven similarly. The details are left to the reader.
Notice that an immediate consequence of these identities are the following Vandermonde type determinants. These identities are obtained from Lemma 2.3 by expanding the determinants along the last columns.
Corollary 2.4. Let n be a positive integer, and k be an integer such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let a, b, c and q be parameters, and x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be an n-tuple of variables. k (x, a, b, c; q) i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n be the n × n matrix defined by
Here we will not use these Vandermonde type determinants, but it seems that these identities are worth mentioning. We introduce four triangular matrices X n (k, a; q), Y n (q), L n (k, a, b; q) and U n (q) which plays an important role to manipulate M n (k, a, b, c; q) in (2.5). Let X n (k, a; q) = (X(k, a; q) i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n and Y n (q) = (Y n (q) i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n be the n × n lower triangular matrices whose (i, j)-entry is, respectively, given by
10)
) be the n × n lower (resp. upper) triangular matrix whose (i, j)-entry is, respectively, given by
The fact that these are all triangular matrices is very important in the following proof. But, note that these triangular matrices are irrelevant to the LUdecomposition of M n (k, a, b, c; q). The LU-decomposition of M n (k, a, b, c; q) seems another difficult problem. We define the n × n matrices P n (k, a, b, c; q) and Q n (k, a, b, c; q) by
Since X n (k, a; q), L n (k, a, b; q) are triangular and Y n (q), U n (q) are unitriangular, we easily obtain
, (2.14)
The key to prove (2.6) will be Lemma 2.7. To prove Lemma 2.7, we need the following lemma which gives the bottom rows of P n (k, a, b, c; q) and Q n (k, a, b, c; q).
Lemma 2.5. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, and let a, b, c and q be parameters. Let X n (k, a; q), Y n (q), L n (k, a, b; q), U n (q), P n (k, a, b, c; q) and Q n (k, a, b, c; q) be as above, and M n (k, a, b, c; q) as in (2.4). Then the bottom rows of P n (k, a, b, c; q) and Q n (k, a, b, c; q) are given by
if j = n.
(2.17)
Proof. By substituting x l = q k l for l = 1, . . . , n into (2.8), we see the (n, j)-entry of X n (k, a; q)M n (k, a, b, c; q) equals
Since Y n (q) is lower unitriangular, the (n, 1)-entry of X n (k, a; q)M n (k, a, b, c; q) affects only the first entry of the bottom row of X n (k, a; q)M n (k, a, b, c; q)Y n (q). Hence, if j = 1, then we have
By replacing ν by n − ν, we obtain P n (k, a, b, c; q) n,j = cq
By (2.7), this equals cq n−1− n l=1 k l if j = n, and 0 otherwise. The case where j = 1 is easily obtained from Y n (q) 1,1 = 1. This proves (2.16). The other identities can be proven similarly. The details are left to the reader. Proposition 2.6. Let n be a positive integer, and q a parameter. Let Y n (q) and U n (q) be as in (2.11) and (2.13). Then we have
Proof. To prove that (2.18) gives the inverse of Y n (q), one need to show that
, where the second sum is obtained from the first sum by replacing i − k by k. This can be shown by (2.7). It is also an easy exercise to show that (2.19) gives the inverse matrix of U n (q) using (2.7). Finally, (2.20) (resp. (2.21)) is obtained from (2.18) (resp. (2.19)) using the relation
, where the adjugate matrix adj(A) is the transpose of the matrix of cofactors.
Let n ≤ N be positive integers, and let A be an n × N matrix and B an N × n matrix. Then the following formula is known as the Cauchy-Binet formula:
det AB = i∈(
Lemma 2.7. Let n be a positive integer, and let a, b, c and q be parameters. Let P n (k, a, b, c; q) and Q n (k, a, b, c; q) be as defined in Lemma 2.5. When k = {k 1 , . . . , k n−1 , k n } is a row index set, let k ′ = {k 1 , . . . , k n−1 } denote the subset of the first (n − 1) indices of k. Then we have det P n (k, a, b, c; q)
(2.25)
Proof. Since X n (k, a; q) and Y n (q) are lower triangular, we have
[2,n] . Hence, (2.23) easily follows from det X n (k, a; q)
[2,n] = 1. Here, the first and the third identities follow from the fact that X n (k, a; q) and Y n (q) are lower triangular, and the second identity follows from the fact that (i, j) entry of M n (k, a, b, c; q) .4)). Exactly the same argument proves (2.24) from the fact
The details of this argument are left to the reader. Finally, we prove (2.25). If there is no fear of confusion, we may write M n (k, a, b, c; q) (resp. P n (k, a, b, c; q), Q n (k, a, b, c; q), X n (k, a; q), Y n (q), L n (k, a, b; q) and U n (q)) as M n (k) (resp. P n (k), Q n (k), X n (k), Y n , L n (k) and U n ) in short hereafter. We use the identities
which come from the triangularities of the matrices as before. Hence, by taking the determinant of the both sides, we obtain det P n (k)
Since the X n (k, a; q)
[1,n−1] are lower triangular, it is easy to compute the first determinant of the right-hand side of each equality. Applying the Cauchy-Binet formula (2.22) to the second determinant of the right-hand side of each equality, we obtain det P n (k)
Hence (2.25) immediately follows from Proposition 2.6. This completes the proof.
Now we are in position to prove (2.6).
Proof of (2.6). Expanding P n (k) and Q n (k) along the bottom row, we obtain Now we are in position to prove Theorem 2.1. In fact the proof is straightforward by induction.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, we note that, for any integers n and ν, it holds
where k = {k 1 , . . . , k n−1 , k n } and k ′ = {k 1 , . . . , k n−1 } are as before. (2.28) follows from the definition (2.3) of R n,ν (k, a, b; q) by considering two exclusive cases, j ν = n or i n−ν = n. Now we prove the identity det M n (k, a, b, c; q) = (−1) n a
by induction on n. If n = 1, then the left-hand side of (2.29) is trivially q k 1 −1 − c from (2.4). It is straightforward computation to check the righthand side equals q k 1 −1 − c. Assume n > 1 and (2.29) holds up to (n − 1). Using (2.6) and the induction hypothesis, we obtain det M n (k, a, b, c; q)
Replacing ν + 1 by ν in the first sum and applying (2.28), we establish (2.29) for n. Hence (2.29) holds for an arbitrary positive integer n. Finally, (2.5) and (2.29) immediately implies (2.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
To recover (2.1) from Theorem 2.1, one can prove
by induction, appealing to (2.28). If he substitutes (2.30) into (2.2), then he obtains (2.1) immediately.
Proof of the main theorems
The aim of this section is to derive Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.1, and then prove Corollary 1.3 from Theorem 1.1. Once we prove Theorem 2.1, then it is easy and straightforward to prove the main theorems mainly by induction. First, to prove Theorem 1.1, we set k = [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} in (2.2). Hence, it is essential to prove the following lemma before proceeding to the proof of (1.16).
Lemma 3.1. If we put k = [n] in (2.2), then we obtain
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, then the both-sides are equal to 1 if ν = 0, and 0 otherwise. Let n > 0, and assume (3.1) holds when n − 1. By (2.28), the left-hand side satisfies
Substituting the induction hypothesis into this identity, we see the right-hand side equals
which becomes the right-hand side of (3.1). Hence this proves that (3.1) holds for an arbitrary nonnegative number n.
Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1.1
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If we substitute k = [n] into (2.2) using (3.1), then we see that det (q i−1 − cq j−1 )
By rewriting the sum with the basic hypergeometric series by using 1≤i<j≤n (q
and (aq ν+1 ; q) n−ν = (aq;q)n (aq;q)ν , this becomes If we replace a by aq r , and multiply the both sides with (aq;q)r (abq 2 ;q)r n , then we obtain (1.15). There are several ways to write (1.15) with the Askey-Wilson polynomials, and (1.16) follows from (1.15) using the definition (1.6).
Before we proceed to a proof of Corollary 1.3, we need the following contiguous relations for 4 φ 3 . 
aq, bq, cq, dq eq, f q, gq ; q, z , (3.2)
and
aq, bq, c, d e, f q, gq ; q, q
where, in the last identity, we assume abcdq = ef g and a = q −n for some nonnegative integer n.
Proof. First, (3.2) and (3.3) are readily proven by direct computation. The last identity (3.4) is written as 5) and can be proven by induction on n by using only (3.2). The details are left to the reader. bcde .
The following proposition is crucial to derive Corollary 1.3 from Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 3.4. Let n be an integer, a, b and c be arbitrary parameters. Then we have 9) if n = 2m is even, and 10) if n = 2m + 1 is odd, where
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = −1 (resp. n = 0), then the both sides of (3.10) (resp. (3.9)) equals 0 (resp. 1). Hence (3.9) and (3.10) holds when n = −1, 0. Assume n ≥ 1 and (3.9) and (3.10) hold when n − 1 and n − 2. If n = 2m, then 
By the induction hypothesis (3.10), this equals
. Hence, by (1.6) again, this becomes
Using (3.5), we obtain
This proves (3.9) when n = 2m. It is well-known that the Askey-Wilson polynomials (1.6) are symmetric with respect to the parameters a, b, c and d. Meanwhile, the expression of the Askey-Wilson polynomials by the 4 φ 3 series apparently depends on the choice of the parameter a in (1.6). Note that we have to choose this parameter carefully in each step to apply the above contiguous relations. Similarly, when n = 2m + 1, (3.10) can be proven using the definition (1.6) of the Askey-Wilson polynomials, the contiguous relations (3.2), (3.3) and the induction hypothesis (3.9) for n = 2m. We omit the details for the reader. Hence we conclude that (3.9) and (3.10) hold for arbitrary m.
When b = −a, replacing c by b, one gets incidentally the following known result due to Andrews (see [4, (II.17) ]).
Corollary 3.5. 
A quadratic relation
In this section we use the Desnanot-Jacobi adjoint matrix theorem to derive a quadratic relation between the Askey-Wilson polynomials for a special values of parameters. First we recall the reader a well-known theorem for matrix. The following identity is known as the Desnanot-Jacobi adjoint matrix theorem [2, Theorem 3.12] det A Here we derive Corollary 4.1 as a corollary of Theorem 1.1. Note that, if one can prove the quadratic relation (4.4) or (4.5) directly, then he can prove Theorem 1.1 using the Desnanot-Jacobi adjoint matrix theorem (4.1). This was our first strategy to prove Theorem 1.1, but we have found it is not so easy to prove the quadratic relation. Hence we prove Theorem 2.1 which is more general, and then derive Theorem 1.1.
Finally, we state a conjecture which generalizes (4.4). We can observe that the following quadratic equation with two more parameters could hold concerning to the Askey-Wilson polynomials: Concluding Remarks This conjecture may hint us there could exist a more general formula than Theorem 1.1. But it is not an easy task to find the appropriate entry of the determinant which gives this quadratic relation. It is also an interesting problem to find a combinatorial application of Theorem 1.1. If c = 0, then (1.7) is the generating function of the Dyck paths with certain weights (see [6] ). For c = 1, the Pfaffian (1.8) can enumerate certain reverse plane partitions (see [7] ). We have been trying to find an application of Theorem 1.1 and it is not so easy to find an appropriate lattice path and its weights. It will be left for the future work.
